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Affirmations can be used to improve almost any area in your 
life.  It does not matter if the situation is a simple one or more 
complex or critical, affirmations can be of great benefit.   
 
However, many people who have used affirmations fail to feel 
the full benefit from them and will sometimes tell you that they 
do not work.  This is simply because they have not fully 
understood or applied the techniques in the way that is most 
effective for them.  For that reason, it is most important to 
create your own affirmation wording. 
 
What are affirmations used for? 
 
Affirmations can be used in many areas of your life, for 
example – if you are going to an interview and you are feeling 
a wee bit nervous – you can use an affirmation such as “I can 
do this” or “I will succeed” to help calm yourself down and 
give you a confidence and moral boost.  Affirmations can also 
be used to change your beliefs about something… for instance 
– let’s say that you have the belief that there are no good men 
out there any more, you could use an affirmation such as “I am 
open to the idea that there is a good man out there for me”.   
 
Why write your own affirmations? 
 
There are literally thousands of resources – both on-line and in 
books - offering lists of affirmations that are supposed to 
change your life.  Although these affirmations are often 
powerful in of themselves… they lose their effectiveness in 
that they are not specific to YOUR situation and beliefs.  For 
instance, let’s say that you are not happy about your body and 
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you want to change the way that you think about it.  So, you 
choose a pre-written affirmation that says “I am beautiful and 
I love my body”. 
 
This may well be a great affirmation and work well for some; 
however, it will likely be useless for someone who is truly 
unhappy with their body.  If you have a negative belief and you 
try to change it by stating the direct opposite, the first thing 
your mind will do is go into resistance against that idea – it is 
simply too big a jump to go from one side of the spectrum to 
the other.  Therefore, it is important to learn how to write 
affirmations that are specific and speak realistically to you and 
your needs. 
 
Rather than trying to convince your mind of a fact that is 
directly opposite to what you feel and believe… you could 
write an affirmation that is positive, upbeat, hopeful and opens 
your mind up to accepting a new belief.  It could be something 
like “I am making healthy choices to improve my body” or 
“step by step I am changing the way I look” or “I am open to 
the idea of achieving and maintaining my ideal weight”. 
 
By using softer languaging when writing affirmations – you will 
find that there is less resistance that comes up and therefore 
you have a much greater chance of actually changing your 
beliefs and improving that negative self-talk.  As your self-
image improves, you can make your affirmations even more 
powerful.   
 
The crucial thing to remember when writing affirmations is to 
focus upon how they make you feel when saying them out 
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loud.  If you feel tension or resistance to the words then the 
affirmation is too far away from your present belief and needs 
to be softened.  Another thing to remember is to use uplifting, 
hopeful statements such as “I intend to…”, “I am moving 
towards…”, “I am reaching for…”, and “I am open to…”. 
 
Using the information contained here will help you write 
powerful focused affirmations that really speak to you and 
change your life.  You will also be more in tune with your 
feelings which will in turn help you recognize when an 
affirmation is right for you or not. 
 
You may have tried using affirmations before, writing positive 
statements on cards and repeating them several times a day.  
Hopefully you stuck to it and got the results you were aiming 
for.  Often, we find it hard to take the time to read them out 
every day, and without that constant repetition, we do not 
arrive at the intended result.  This is why affirmation CDs and 
audios have become so popular. 
 
This idea makes sense to anyone who has noticed how 
depressed they can become when they repeat certain thoughts 
or say certain things over and over again.  If repeating negative 
thoughts and beliefs “works” to produce a negative state, why 
wouldn’t positive statements work as well?   
 
Rather than buy recordings of affirmations that you don’t like 
or having to buy a whole set just to get the one that applies to 
you… you could record your own – using a digital recorder or 
plugging a microphone into your computer so that you can 
make a CD. 
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Guidelines for Writing Affirmations. 
 
There are some recommendations for making good 
affirmations that are likely to affect your mind.  The first is to 
keep statements in the positive form.  Your subconscious mind 
has difficulty with negatively stated instructions… so rather 
than saying “I don’t bite my nails” (your unconscious mind 
may take that as “bite my nails”!) – try saying something like “I 
take care of my nails with a nail clipper and nail file”. 
 
Another point to remember is repetition.  This means not only 
using your recording as often as you can (at the very least once 
per day for three weeks), but also repeating the statements 
several times each on the recording. A wee trick to make them 
even more powerful is to use different inflection with each 
repetition to create a slightly different meaning.  See below to 
see what I mean… 
 

I create my future with the actions I take now. 
(This is the basic belief you want to program in your 
mind.) 
 
I CREATE my future with the actions I take now. 
(Emphasizing that your future is created and does not just 
happen.) 
 
I create MY future with the actions I take now. 
(Emphasizing that it is your future.) 
 
I create my future with the ACTIONS I take now. 
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(Emphasizing that your actions are what matter in the 
creation of your future.) 

 
A final thing to note is to stick to one area at a time.  Do not 
try to work on losing weight, attract a new partner, quit 
smoking, motivation and making more money all at once.  Start 
with a defined goal such as “Improving my relationships” and 
make a recording for that, listening to it for several weeks 
before starting the next one. 
 
Make positive statements.  Repeat them several times.  Use 
inflections to get the most meaning out of each statement.  
Finally, listen to them often and consistently. 
 
Following are some sample daily affirmations: - 
 

I am naturally beautiful in my own skin. 
 
I bless my body with love. 
 
I work with my body, not against it. 
 
I am grateful for who I am. 
 
My every imperfection is uniquely perfect in its own way. 
 
When I feel stressed, I give myself a break and let my 
body be rejuvenated. 
 
I am more than the sum of my body parts. 
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My mind is at peace. 
 
I am able to handle any problems that I face. 
 
I exercise for the joy of feeling my body move and grow 
stronger. 
 
I can sleep soundly tonight; I am ready to face the 
challenges of tomorrow. 
 
I will not wait to have a good day.  I will make one. 
 
I cannot climb uphill thinking downhill thoughts. 
 
I have the ability to handle this. 
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